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Introducing Women of Solidigm Empowered
(WISE)
By Renia Coleman, Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) Leader

In honor of International Women’s Day, Solidigm is excited to announce a new Employee

Resource Group that brings together our women team members and their allies. The Women

in Solidigm Empowered Resource Group (WISE) aims to provide professional

development opportunities to team members, foster valuable connections, and facilitate

member success through business and career growth.

At Solidigm, we are committed to being a company where differences are celebrated, and every

team member feels comfortable and empowered to be their most authentic selves. In keeping

with our values, we treat all people equitably, welcome different perspectives and new ideas,

listen and give voice to others, and constructively confront problems.
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As a company dedicated to fostering a culture of belonging, Solidigm is committed to

strengthening our diverse and inclusive workplace culture through resource group programs.

Our guiding principles for these groups align with the International Women’s Day 2023

campaign theme -- #EmbraceEquity -- which invites everyone to call out discrimination and

bias, challenge gender stereotypes, and join conversations that help create an inclusive world

and forge positive change.
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ABOUT SOLIDIGM

Solidigm is a leading global provider of innovative NAND flash memory solutions. Solidigm technology unlocks
data’s unlimited potential for customers, enabling them to fuel human advancement. Our origins reflect Intel’s
longstanding innovation in memory products and SK hynix’s international leadership and scale in the
semiconductor industry. Solidigm became a standalone U.S. subsidiary under SK hynix in December 2021.
Headquartered in California, Solidigm is powered by the inventiveness of more than 2,000 employees in 20
locations around the world. For more information, please visit solidigm.com and follow us on Twitter at
@Solidigm and on LinkedIn.
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